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Introduction:
A. The phrase “between the devil and the deep blue sea” is an idiom meaning
a __________.
B. Have you ever been in a _____________?
C. We can learn some ________ things about how to deal with our
_____________ from seeing how Moses and the Israelites dealt with theirs.

I. The Story
A. We noted last week, that the __________ finally softened Pharaoh’s
heart enough that he allowed the children of Israel to ________.
B. None of the Israelites who were leaving in the Exodus had ever lived
as a ______ person, nor had they lived ___________ but Egypt.
C. Notice that God _____ the Israelites to the _____ ______.
D. Notice the ______ God led them - a pillar of _______ and _______.
E. Baal Zephon formed a perfect geographical __________ - a dead-end.
F. The trap God was laying wasn’t for the ___________, but for the
____________.
G. All Pharaoh’s horses and _______, horseman and ________ pursued
the Israelites.
H. The people were terrified, _______ ____ to the Lord, and began to
criticize Moses.
I. Moses told the people: “Don’t be ______. Stand _____. Keep ______.
Watch the Lord ______.”
J. God opened a _______ through the sea, so the Israelites escaped, but
_______ the waters over the Egyptians and they all perished.
K. Israel ______ the Lord, and put their _____ in the Lord and in Moses.

II. The Application
A.
B.
C.
D.

Realize that God means for you to be _______ ________ you are.
When hemmed in on all sides, the only place to _______ is _____.
Red Seas open and close at the Lord’s __________, and not _______.
Don’t forget to _______ the Lord; before, during, and after.

Answer Key: Intro. A. dilemma. B. predicament. C. helpful, predicaments. I.A.
plagues, leave. I.B. free, anywhere. I.C. led, Red, Sea. I.D. way, cloud, fire. I.E. culde-sac. I.F. Israelites, Egyptians. I.G. chariots, troops. I.H. cried, out. I.I. afraid, still,
quiet, work. I.J. path, closed. I.K. feared, trust. II.A. right, where. II.B. look, up. II.C.
command, until. II.D. praise.

